Knappogue Sherry Finish 16 YO Irish Whiskey
40.00%abv
Rare Collection of Irish Single Malts
Knappogue Castle Irish Whiskey named after a beautiful 15th century castle built in
1497 by Sean MacNamara.In 1920’s, the castle was purchased and restored by Mark
Edwin Andrews.In the 1960s, Andrews began buying casks of fine pot still whiskey from
the top distilleries in Ireland.He aged and bottled them under the Knappogue Castle
label.His last batch of Knappogue 1951 is revered by connoisseurs as the oldest and
rarest Irish whiskey.The malted barley is dried in ovens without the use of peat,
allowing the crisp, clean flavor of malted barley to come through without smoky
overtones. The dried malt is then ground and mixed with pure Irish spring water to
extract the sugars. Single malt whiskies of Knappogue Castle are distilled three times in
traditional onionshaped copper pot stills. The spirit is then placed in oak casks, formerly
used for bourbon, stored at a relatively consistent temperature, and aged. After 15+
years in bourbon casks, the whiskey for Twin Wood was selected by the Master Distiller
for nine months of further aging in casks specially infused for Knappogue Castle using
Oloroso Sherry, hence the name, Twin Wood. The delicate distillation process, along
with the moist and temperate Irish climate, and the special aging in sherry cask, has
yielded the distinctive flavor of the Knappogue Castle Twin Wood. This is the first
Knappogue Castle whiskey to be aged in two types of wood. It harkens back to its
forebear, the legendary 1951 Knappogue Castle which was distilled in 1951 and aged
36 years only in sherry casks, before being bottled in 1987. The use of two kinds of
wood casks in Twin Wood has produced a whiskey which has a deep, complex, and very
smooth taste. Knappogue Castle Twin Wood is only lightly chill filtered and, unlike many
whiskeys, no coloring is added.
Abv%

Consumer Price Positioning

40.00%

5%-10% below Macallan 12 YO

Size

Availability

700 ml, 750 ml

Limited

The color is medium deep reddish gold. The aromas conveyed are: intense, aromatic, rich, malty, fruity, spicy, notes of
nutty vanilla, dusty dark chocolate. The taste is very deep and complex, with nutty sherry maltiness, fruity, dusty dark
chocolate, spicy, pleasant woodiness, vanilla notes, slightly peppery; some sweetness, mellow and rounded. The finish
gives a nice sherried maltiness, with some sweetness and dark chocolate lingering.

Perfect Serve:
Neat, on the rocks or in a mixed cocktail.
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Knappogue Sherry Finish 16 YO Irish Whiskey 40.00%abv
Rare Collection of Irish Single Malts
PRODUCTS
Article number:

CBKN.1640.06.070.02

Packaging:

Gift Box

Abv%:

40.00%

Country of origin:

Ireland

EAN-Code:

5391338002145

HS-code:

22083082

CASE INFO
Barcode case:

2147483647

Bottle/case:

6

Case width:

184 mm

Case height:

310 mm

Case length:

26 mm

Case weight gross (KG):

7.7 KG

Case weight netto (KG):

7.1 KG

BOTTLE INFO
Volume:

700 ml

Bottle width:

310 mm

Bottle height:

185 mm

Bottle length:

275 mm

Bottleneck height:

mm

Bottle weight gross (KG):

KG

Barcode bottle:

PALLET INFO
Pallet type:

Stand

Weight in KG:

781 KG

Cases per layer:

22

Layers per pallet:

5

Cases per pallet:

110
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